An Inves�ga�on of Systema�c Errors in Solar Radia�on
for Reanalysis Datasets
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Introduction
As solar energy use in Ireland is growing, a
na�onal
representa�on
of
energy
genera�on is required. Ireland has a limited
number of synop�c sta�ons measuring
shortwave radia�on (SW) therefore gridded
reanalysis datasets can be used instead to
represent climatology. The accuracy of
reanalysis SW data can in part be explained
by linking it to the cloud features in
reanalysis. An inves�ga�on of the link
between systema�c errors and cloud
features, such as, structure and height is
presented here. A simple post-processing
technique to remove systema�c bias is also
performed on reanalysis SW.

Data

Results
Skill Scores
ME [MJ m-2]
RMSE [MJ m-2]
Pearson's Correlation
ACC

MERRA2
1.689
3.936
0.899
0.591

ERA-Interim
1.038
3.273
0.919
0.693

Table 1: Average SW skill scores over all locations.
Typical daily SW values are 3MJ m-2 in winter and
16MJ m-2 in summer.

ERA-Interim performs be�er in skill scores than MERRA2
(table 1). Both reanalyses overes�mate total daily SW,
also seen in previous works [1, 2].

Figure 3: Histogram of daily SW error.
Positive error: reanalysis SW > observed SW.

Both reanalyses tend to simulate clear sky condi�ons more
o�en than observed (ﬁg. 3). These datasets produce too few
clouds more o�en than too many, also seen in [3].

Cloud Structure

Reanalysis datasets,
MERRA2 and ERAInterim, are compared with pyranometer measurements
at 7 Irish loca�ons
(ﬁg. 1) for �me
periods of up to 35
years (1980-2016).

Subjec�ve analysis links prevailing cloud structures to the
twenty largest posi�ve and nega�ve SW errors. The
preliminary results suggest (ﬁg. 4):

Climatology of the dominant
cloud height in reanalysis
(ﬁg. 5) shows for MERRA2
it's high cloud whereas, for
ERA-Interim it's low cloud.

MERRA2: convec�ve clouds are linked to large nega�ve
errors and frontal clouds are linked to large posi�ve errors.
ERA-Interim: no clear systema�c link between prevailing
cloud structure and large SW errors.

Figure 5: Climatology of dominant
cloud fraction height.

Figure 1: Observed pyranometer stations ( )
and the nearest ERA-Interim (+) and
MERRA2 ( ) grid points.

SW skill scores are best for
middle level clouds in both
reanalyses (ﬁg. 6).
Dominant
middle
level
clouds in MERRA2 have a
nega�ve bias in SW.

Methodology
1. Standard skill scores (mean error (ME),
RMSE and Pearson's correla�on) are used to
evaluate total daily SW from both MERRA2
and ERA-Interim. The anomaly correla�on
coeﬃcient (ACC) is also calculated which is a
skill comparing errors to seasonal values.
ACC values higher than 0.6 are considered
useful.
2. Subjec�ve analysis of
satellite imagery is used
to iden�fy the prevailing
cloud structure into
three basic categories:
frontal, convec�ve or
neither (ﬁg. 2). Prevailing
cloud structures for the
twenty largest posi�ve
and nega�ve SW error
events are then inves�gated for systema�c
errors.
Figure 2: Visible satellite image of frontal
cloud (top) and convective cloud (bottom).

3. Linear least squares (LLS) adap�ve postprocessing involves using errors from a set
number of previous days to predict any
errors in the current day's value. LLS is
performed on SW in both reanalyses.

Figure 4: Prevailing cloud structure for the twenty largest
positive and negative daily SW errors.

Figure 6: SW ME ( ) and RMSE ( )
for cloud height layers.

Post-processing
Adap�ve LLS post-processing generally removes the systema�c bias and reduces the ME and RMSE at all �me scales for
most sta�ons (ﬁg. 7 only shows ERA-Interim for Valen�a as a representa�ve).

Figure 7: Post-processing skill scores for ERA-Interim data.

Conclusions
ERA-Interim has be�er skill scores for SW over Ireland.
Ini�al analysis suggests there is a systema�c link between prevailing cloud structures and SW errors. Climatology of dominant
cloud height indicates a diﬀerent systema�c tendency in each reanalysis. Dominant middle level clouds in MERRA2 are
associated with nega�ve SW errors.
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